Dear Families, hope you all are doing well and staying safe during this difficult time. Preschool children are very active learners and keeping them engaged physically and academically can be a little challenging at home. We would like to encourage you to help your child continue learning at home, whether it’s reading books of child’s choice, writing and coloring (practice name writing first and last), counting, identifying colors and shapes in the home. These activities will help increase your child’s learning. Down below we have some online activities that can help you with learning from home.

**MATH**

Here we have a [Math Activity](#) that we strongly recommended for the friends that will be headed off to kindergartners. Also counting objects in the house ex. Cups, Spoons, Crayons and just verbally counting out loud helps retain counting skills.

**LITERACY**

Tracing letters with Seeds/Cherrios/ Colored Crayons or Markers

Parents can write child’s name on a piece of paper, then child can use seeds or cherrios or a colored marker to trace over their name. Friends that are going to kindergarten can write 1\textsuperscript{st} and last name. This will aid in name practicing and letter recognition.

**ARTS**

Here we have “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” an Animated Film. Tells the tale of the life cycle of the caterpillar. After watching children can use crayons or markers to draw their favorite part of the film or draw the caterpillar. Parents can have children display art in home. Parents can also help expand learning by asking child questions about what happened in the story.

**PARENTS PLEASE SUPERVISE YOUR CHILDREN WHEN USING TABLET/COMPUTER DEVICES**

**We hope that these little activities are helpful for keeping your preschooler busy and engaged.**

**We hope to see you all very soon...Stay safe and enjoy the time home with siblings and families.**

Saida and Gabby